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About This Game

So Many Me combines puzzle-solving platform gameplay and the careful resource management of classic games like
Lemmings!
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You play as an unassuming green blob named Filo, who has an incredible ability: to control his many, many clones -- referred to
as the “ME”. These clones possess all sorts of fun abilities that can be used to solve puzzles throughout the game. As you

progress further through Filo’s adventure, you will find a variety of new types of clones. Understanding and harnessing their
unique powers are key to your success.

Filo’s myriad of adventures take him to a whimsical universe. It features a colorful art genre filled with adorable characters in
their world’s mysterious environment.

Honorable Mentions, Main Competition – IGF China

IndieCade E3 Showcase – IndieCade

Unity Showcase – GDC, China Joy, Tokyo Game Show, Korea Games Conference & G Star Global Game Exhibition

Key Features:

Discover new transformational abilities as you progress through each chapter. Learning to master these forms and
using them in sequence, is key to solving the game’s many puzzles.

Filo’s endless adventures take you to a wondrous world of color filled with delightfully, intriguing characters.

Ride massive and powerful creatures. Utilize their unusual abilities to solve special puzzles and to smash through
pesky obstacles on your way to the goal!

Boss monsters, each with their own distinct characteristics, will try to eliminate you. Challenge and overcome them.

Earn your rewards when you have solved the puzzles! Dozens of adorable costumes, ancient artifacts, and bonus
levels are waiting for you!
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so much love me song download. so many me erfolge. so many dreams about you and me lyrics. so many me steam. so tell me
how many carols here tonight. so many me skyraft 7. so many distractions that pull me away. why do so many guys like me
yahoo. you & me so many babies. so many me skyraft 6. me in so many levels. so many me dark forest v. so many me free. so
many me the mine iv. so let me know how many you want. so many animals inside of me. so many coincidences happen me.
why do so many guys want me. asked me so many questions. so many meaning in hindi. you give me so many butterflies. so
many me skyraft 8. videojuegos so many me. so many things remind me of you. so many peng tings follow me. so many me the
mine 7. you give me so many reasons to love you. so many emotions running through me

...Why is this free?

There's a million games, books, and movies out there right now that people are wasting their money on and this is being given
away. It's unfathomable. I drown myself in VNs to try to filter out the good, and this is on par with VNs like Higurashi no Naku
Koro ni and Shikkoku no Sharnoth, and both of their respective series. When I wasn't playing this, I was thinking about it, and
when I was playing it, it kept my full attention. This review is honestly more of a thank you to the creators. You did a great job.
I really hope you know that. I will be waiting for the rest to be revealed, piece by piece.

If I had any criticism, it would be that the "antagonist" (because as we learn, it isn't so simply straightforward) was easy to guess,
especially as it's a common trope lately. Even so, the mystery pulled me in and made me want to understand the town this school
was centered in. Another side note would be that the nods to actual stuff in reality by shifting the names were hilarious and
amazing in places. Loved it, and everything else about this.

I truly hope this is continued. Fantastic visual novel. I'm floored.. Play this game, along with the other 4 Geneforges. Buy them
all for $20 in the "Geneforge Saga" bundle on steam. Do it now.. Don´t run :(. Oi m8! This game is well good innit roit!? You
got a loicence to make games this good m8!?
Did you slav or did you lose?. Short, but cool VR experience for free. ;). cliche 1: suddenly waking up on abandoned ship,
everybody is "mysteriously" gone (not the 80% of scifi games started the same?)
cliche 2: crawl thru vents (almost every game has this element) - the vent entrance design looks like in Deus Ex
cliche 3: mad clone person standing in front of the wall (Dead Space?)
cliche 4: main character has visual distortions by getting near the obviously S.O.M.A. inspired enemy

enemies: just a S.O.M.A-style (but in much weaker presentation of course) creature and some cloned muscled totally human
guys. Are the same looking muscle guys enemies really cause i can easily walk among them, dont even need to crawl, they
attacked me only if i bumped into them - than why is the eye icon needed on the screen??? theres no stealth challenge in this.
Also these guyy walking like they can hardly move (slowly, painfully, unwieldy) BUT in attack they are surprisingly fast and
strong? they beat the player to death by two punches.

environment: we are in the FUTURE, a hi-tech SPACESHIP and all the interiors, furnitures, the medical equipments! looks like
nowadays??? so nothing is going to change or develop in the far future??? and people will still using post-it to leave messages?

i dont know why this game called survival horror. and just about 2 hour gameplay....

I didnt finish the game cause it lost my interest.
This game has no creativty at all they just put some overused cliches and elements from other games.. A perfectly mediocre
high intensity psychological horror game.

TLDR:

Pros:

-GORGEOUS
-Cool scares
-Slower pace than Layers of Fear 1
-Feels very similar to Layers of Fear 1

Cons:
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-Frame rate isn't steady
-No sense of dread
-More poorly made, unearned jump scares than there are good ones
-VERY sudden ending

Full Review:

So Layers of Fear 2 is very definitely a mixed bag. It feels nearly identical to LoF1 thematically which I think is a good thing.
It's still the same formula: Long corridors, simple puzzles, rooms changing behind you and LOTS of jump scares. The biggest
difference being that there's a LOT more build up between major scares.

LoF1 was basically a scare a minute. Nearly every room had something in it trying to mess with you in some way, big or small.
LoF2 definitely adds a lot more filler to space it all out. Even still LoF2 is FAR faster paced than the average walking sim
horror game.

There's really not much here that's all that different from the original. They have added enemies that will chase you down and
kill you but they're extremely easy to avoid. Like, easier than SOMA to avoid. This does, however, add a sense of constant
threat which the original game completely lacked. The end result is that even the smallest of scares are far more effective.

Now, horror is obviously subjective. While I very much enjoyed the original LoF I would not call it scary. For me the horror
masterpieces are P.T, Visage, Amnesia and SOMA. LoF2 is not even close to this tier of horror. As with the original it's all
about visual flair and loud jump scares. That doesn't automatically make it a bad game. It's just not at all the kind of game I find
scary. It is, however, a horrific visual treat. I haven't played any horror games that look like LoF1, Observer [also made by
Bloober Team], or LoF2.

Graphics are a HUGE step up over 1 and that's really saying something. This... game... is... gorgeous! Except for the reflections.
The reflections behave so weirdly. If you look at any reflective surface and move around the reflection will become
disconnected and then completely disappear if you look at it at the wrong angle. Very weird. And while the game usually runs at
4K 60 FPS on my 1080Ti, I've noticed almost every time the frame rate isn't steady there is something highly reflective nearby.
Additionally the frame rate seemed to deteriorate as the game went on.

The story... I'm gonna be honest, I wasn't able to follow it very well. I've gotten the general gist but I'm not at all connected to
the characters. The story is told in the same way as the original which is by looking at items and pictures. Hope you don't miss
any of these items. Probably the games biggest negative is that the ending is very sudden. You know you're on the last act due to
the way the game progresses but there's really no build up. There's some cool, visually freaky scares but nothing that says
"you're at the end of the game. The\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665is hitting the fan now". You're just moving along,
moving along and then bam! Game is over.

Overall I'm absolutely enjoying this game despite very notable flaws. It is a psychological visual masterpiece. It's got some jump
scares that are very well earned but not much in the way of more P.T.\/Amnesia style dread.. OK... You made this but what
should I do ? Should I thank you for it or should I be angry at you... I don't know. You made this skin pack but you just made it
and looks like it had no effort in it. Even some people at forums make better skins. I bought it just because for my country's
flag.

Edit: It's been a little bit more than 3 years since I wrote this review. Now there is an upcoming DLC which has Turkey in it and
I hope to see this pack to get a rework like Estonia's Paint Jobs pack. Because only thing Turkish about this pack is the flag. If
you consider adding Istanbul as a city in the DLC plase consider that although Turkey is 98% muslim there is no official state
religion so you don't need to put mosques in everything about Turkey. Also the Magic Carpet has no Turkish patterns in it and
it's pretty unneeded and inappropriate. And finally the Metallic Flag Paint is pretty bad design in general. With all these things
only thing left in our hands is Decal and there is nothing to talk about it because only OK one is that one.. The best game I had
the honor of playing recently!\u00a1!!1
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graphics a bit subpar. Not very fun and for some reason made me queazy :(.. Only have a couple of hours in this game, but will
explain why I do.

This game has great potential and if you like post apocalypse scenarios with a little bit of strategy and rogue like elements this is
the [GAME FOR YOU] <= which is what I would like to say but it does have it ups and downs.

[POSITIVES]
It is quite entertaining and does have interesting scenarios that appear randomly.
Graphics is quite nice and gameplay does keep you immersed.
There is in and out of game leveling so it is quite rewarding to keep playing and death isnt the end of your journey.

[NEGATIVES]
Currently it has quite a few game breaking bugs as it freezes the game entirely not allowing you to play and you have to restart
from the starting again, henceforth my lack of hours as after a couple of times, I couldnt be bothered restarting again and again
from the start.

It does have a learning curve but it seems most of the time luck has to be on your side for the initial start of the run if not you
will have a hard time playing the game.

With more development as this game goes I will change my review in accordance, but for now there are rumours circulating that
the game has been abandoned. Hopefully this isnt the case and the developer has taken a short break, but if so I hope that he will
write something on the forums soon.

. Played a second round and already had multiple repeat questions. I did not expect this to happen considering the games were
only 5 minutes each.. It's very charming and fun to play for what it is :). This is one of my favorite VR games so far. Clear
graphics and cool art style, fluid controls and a lot of content.

There are a few different modes, challenges, unlocks, levels, and scoreboards to prevent monotony. It's definitely the best
shooter VR experience I've tried. I highly recommend checking this game out, it's a lot of fun.. Looks cool but cannot
recommend it as it stands, it seems to have some issues with control inputs.

will not accept inputs from my oculus touch controllers OR from a PS4 controller making the game unplayable (at least in my
situation)

Main menu looks pretty though. In overall, its a waste of money.
You get a bunch of useless outfits and weapons.

Additional missions are quite useless too.
They barely have connection to the main story.
Especially, "Cold Darkness Awakened" and "Baba Yaga" are absolutely rubbish.

I do not recommend buying this Season Pass.
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